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Spatial ordering of stacked quantum dots
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We investigate the growth conditions necessary to form an ordered quantum dot crystal by capping
spatially ordered quantum dots and growing a new layer of dots on top of the capping layer.
Performing Monte Carlo simulations and developing analytic arguments based on the stress energy
function, we demonstrate the existence of an optimal capping layer thickness, external flux, and
temperature for the formation of quantum dot crystals. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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Quantum dots~QDs! are attractive as potential cand
dates for many optoelectronic applications, including las
or detectors.1 While they have been fabricated using lith
graphic techniques,2 small enough dots with high spatial de
sity, necessary for device applications, have not yet b
achieved with this technique. Consequently, much rese
has focused on an alternative method, based
self-assembly,3 that generates dots through the unique co
bination of strain and growth kinetics, offering relatively un
form islands. To obtain high spatial density of QDs, the
lands have been grown in layers, generating a th
dimensional superlattice of capped islands4 and leading to an
order of magnitude increase in the QD density. In su
multilayer structures the buried dots influence the nuclea
of the islands in the subsequent layers, making the dots
up vertically. A number of experiments have demonstra
that the alignment quality depends strongly on the numbe
QD layers,4–7 as well as the capping layer thickness,8 with
thinner layers yielding better vertical correlation.9 Depending
on the nature of the strain anisotropy in the system, the
tical alignment of the dots in subsequent layers can acc
pany lateral ordering as well,4 followed by the formation of a
face-centered cubic-like ABCABC vertical dot stackin
sequence.10

Fueled by experimental interest, a number of theoret
approaches have been developed to address the alignme
the QDs. A conceptually simple, but rather successful
proach assumes that the buried QDs are pointlike embed
islands, allowing the determination of the stress field on
surface of the capping layer. As Tersoffet al. have demon-
strated, the superposition of the stress field generated by
buried islands leads to minima in the strain surface ene
that act as preferred nucleation sites for the next laye
islands.4 With the deposition of multiple layers, the QD
gradually undergo self-organized spatial ordering, form
vertically aligned columns. While its influence in uncoverin
the mechanism of stacked QD formation is unquestiona
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Ref. 4 has not addressed the optimal conditions under wh
the islands are best ordered. Furthermore, while leading
good qualitative predictions, it is always questionable if t
stress field from a pointlike source reproduces correctly
stress field of finite islands. However, recent molecular
namics simulations11 have concluded that the numerical r
sults on the surface stress in the Ge/Si system can be fi
by the analytic solution of a pointlike source if the param
eters in the formula are chosen appropriately.12 In this letter
we use this result to determine the stress field on the surf
allowing us to investigate the growth conditions necessar
form a QD superlattice ordered in all three spatial directio
leading to a highly regular QD crystal. In order to obtain
highly regular QD superlattice, we assume that QDs on
first layer have been ordered using either stamping13 or litho-
graphic techniques. After growing a new layer of islands
the top of this structure, we investigate the quality of spa
ordering of the islands in this new layer. We demonstrate
existence of optimal conditions for stacked QD formation
terms of the capping layer thickness, external flux rate,
substrate temperature. Growing the islands using these
mal parameters, we find that the obtained QD crystal
potentially superior electronic properties due to decrea
randomness in both island size and position.

Our investigation is based on the analytic formula of t
stress energy tensors i j generated by an embedded pointlik
island in a semi-infinite system. In the Ge/Si system, it w
found that the off-diagonal components of the stress ene
tensor~s i j , iÞ j ! and the vertical componentszz were neg-
ligible, thus the stress distribution is mainly due tos5sxx

1syy .11 When a single QD is located at the origin of th
coordinate system, the stress energy at a positionr
5(x,y,z) is given by

s~r !5
P

R3 H 12
3

R2 F424v
428v

~x21y2!2
8vz2

428vG J , ~1!

where P'110.6 eV is the strength of the dipole,R5(x2

1y21z2)1/2, and v50.218 is the Poisson ratio for the S
embedding matrix. The stress energy displays a deep po
tial well at the center (x5y50) and a circular barrier aroun
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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it, and decays asR23, a behavior similar to the electric fiel
of a dipole. In order to investigate the formation of stack
QDs, we assume that a mesh ofN3N pointlike QDs are
embedded in thez50 plane with a separationa between
nearest neighboring QDs. Each QD generates the stres
ergys(r ), given by Eq.~1!, thus an adatom on the top of th
capping layer of thicknessz is affected by the total stres
energyEs , the sum of all the contributions from each em
bedded QD. As shown in Fig. 1~a!, the stress energyEs at
heightz has a structure dominated by potential wells, loca
at $P1%5(ma,na) (m,n51,2 . . .N) on top of the embedded
QDs, each potential well being surrounded by a circular b
rier. To simplify our discussion, we will refer to the regio
with Es,0 as core region@Fig. 1~b!#, covering most of the
area inside the barrier. In addition, there are shallow po
tial wells centered between four neighboring QDs, deno
by $P2%5(ma11/2,na11/2) (m,n50,1,2, . . .N21).
These wells are generated by the superposition of the s
energy function contributed by each buried island. T
depths of the potential wells at$P1% and$P2% and the height
of the barrier decrease with increasing capping layer th
nessz @Figs. 1~b!–1~d!#. Furthermore, with increasingz the
potential well becomes broader by increasing the radius
the barrier.

The adatom dynamics on the top of the capping laye
determined by the diffusion constantD which is a function
of the stress energyEs and temperatureT. SinceEs depends
on the capping layer thicknessz the diffusion constant also
has az dependence. On the other hand, sinceEs depends on
x andy as well, the coordinates along the surface, the dif
sivity depends on the position of the adatom: when the st
energy is small~large!, the chemical potential of the adato
is low ~enhanced!. In particular, whenEs,0 and its magni-
tude is large~e.g., in the core region! the chemical potentia
is extremely diminished, while the chemical potential of t
adatom near the barrier, whereEs.0, is enhanced.

When the potential well at$P1% is deep enough, the
nucleation could take place in the vicinity of$P1% inside the

FIG. 1. ~a! Contour plot of the stress energyEs generated by nine embedde
quantum dots underneath atz50. ~b!–~d! Profile of Es as a function of the
distance along the diagonal direction at~b! z53, ~c! z55, and~d! z58.
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barrier, but not at$P1%, because as the adatoms approa
$P1%, they drastically slow down. On the other hand, t
atoms outside of the core region have higher chemical
tential, thus they meet and form stable islands around$P1%.
This situation can be avoided by increasing the chem
potential in the core region, accomplished either by incre
ing the capping layer thickness or the substrate tempera
When the chemical potential is enhanced, the atoms
reach$P1%, where the stress energy has its minimum. Th
the first condition for spatial ordering is that the chemic
potential of the adatoms needs to be high enough to reach
minimum $P1%.

On the other hand, the adatoms diffusing on the subst
can meet and form islands at random positions. The m
separationl between these islands depends on the fluxF and
the diffusion constantD.14 Since the diffusion driven nucle
ation is random, the resulting islands are not spatially
dered. For example, when an array of pointlike impurities
present, the islands are nucleated on the impurities o
when l.a.15 Accordingly, the second condition for spatia
ordering in stacked QD formation is thatl.a. This and the
condition discussed earlier compete with each other such
with increasingz the chemical potential is enhanced but t
mean free distancel decreases. This competition leads to
optimal thicknessz, where the vertical correlation betwee
the embedded and the self-organized islands has a maxim

To investigate the appearance of this optimal thickne
we performed Monte Carlo simulations using the look
table algorithms of the bond-counting method.16 First, we
choose aN3N5636 array of QDs buried in thez50 plane
with lattice constanta520, and the adatoms diffuse alon
the two dimensional plane at the top of the capping layer
thicknessz. The length scales,a andz, are considered to be
integer multiples of the Si layer thickness 3 Å. Atoms a
deposited with fluxF, and diffuse with the hopping rater
5(2kT/\)exp(2Etot /kT), wherekT is thermal energy and\
is the Planck constant. The energyEtot is given byEtot5E0

1nEN2Es, where E0 and EN denote the binding energie
between Ge/Si and Ge/Ge atoms, respectively,n is the num-
ber of nearest neighboring atoms, andEs is the stress energy
The effect of the stress on the activation energy has b
considered to be linear, following Ref. 17. While the nume
cal values ofE0 and EN depend on the orientation of th
surface, we usedE051.7 eV andEN50.9 eV.18 We limit the
adatom diffusion to the capping layers, excluding the form
tion of three dimensional islands. We measured the proba
ity P(z) that an island is nucleated on the top of the emb
ded QDs in function of the layer thicknessz, flux (F), and
temperature (T). As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, for all flux an
temperature valuesP(z) has a maximum, indicating the ex
istence of an optimal capping layer thickness. Furthermo
we find thatP(z) reaches 1 when the temperature is hi
enough~such asT5700 K, see Fig. 2!, and the flux is low
enough~such asF50.05 ML/s, see Fig. 3!. P(z)51 corre-
sponds to perfect nucleation, when all buried islands nucle
new islands on the top.

The emergence of the peak inP(z) is the result of the
two competing effects discussed above: for smallz, the
nucleation occurs around rather than at$P1% due to the di-
minished chemical potential in the core region. Also, ifz is
P license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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very small, the strain energy on the surface is too high
islands do not form. For largerz, the mean free distanc
becomes shorter than the lattice constanta of the QD array
due to the reduced diffusion constant. Thus, for smallz,
island nucleation is either prohibited or they form in t
vicinity but not at$P1% @see Fig. 2~b!#, while they are formed
randomly for largez @see Fig. 2~d!#. Those effects reduce th
probability of nucleationP(z), but allow it to take up a
maximum for intermediatez. The peak ofP(z) can reach 1
for l.a, when the chemical potential is moderated in t
core region. For lower temperature such asT5680 and 660
K for the flux rateF50.05 ML/s, however, the peak of th
probability P(z) is smaller than 1@see Fig. 2~a!#, becausel
,a at the optimal layer thickness, even though the chem
potential in the core region is moderated. Similar behav
can be observed for high fluxes~e.g.,F50.1 and 0.2 ML/s!,
and fixed temperature (T5700 K) ~Fig. 3!, where the mean
free distancel decreases belowa, decreasingP(z) below 1.
Meanwhile, one may notice in Figs. 2~d! and 3~d! that the
mean island size is larger for higherz, confirming the ex-

FIG. 2. ~a! The probabilityP(z) vs the heightz for a fixed flux rateF
50.05 ML/s, but various temperatures,T5700 K (s), T5680 K (L), and
T5660 K (n). ~b!–~d! Surface morphologies at the coverage 0.01 ML f
the fixed flux rateF50.05 ML/s and the temperatureT5700 K, but various
height at~b! z51, ~c! z55, and~d! z513.

FIG. 3. ~a! The probabilityP(z) vs the heightz for a fixed temperatureT
5700 K, but various flux rates,F50.05 ML/s (s), F50.1 ML/s (L), and
F50.2 ML/s (n). ~b!–~d! Surface morphologies at the coverage, 0.01 M
for the fixed temperatureT5700 K and the flux ratesF50.05 ML/s, and
various height at~b! z51, ~c! z55, and~d! z513.
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perimental observations.9 So far, we have considered th
case where the lattice constant of the QD array is fixed
a520, but similar behavior can be obtained for other valu
of a. Since the peak can reach 1 whenl.a at the optimal
height, the probabilityP(z) could reach 1 for lower tempera
ture T and smaller flux if the QD lattice constanta is
smaller.

In conclusion, we have investigated the optimal con
tion necessary to form spatially ordered stacked QDs
terms of the capping layer thickness, flux rateF, and tem-
peratureT. We find that there exists an optimal thickness
the capping layer, at which the probabilityP(z) that islands
nucleate on the top of embedded QDs reaches 1. This o
mal thickness arises due to two competing effects: For a
capping layer the chemical potential in the core region
diminished due to the strong stress energy, which is cured
increasing the capping layer thickness, while for a thick
capping layer the mean free distance of the adatoms dif
ing without meeting other atoms decreases and the isla
are nucleated randomly. Performing Monte Carlo simu
tions with varying the capping layer thickness, flux rate, a
temperature, we confirmed numerically the existence of
optimal capping layer thickness, which can lead to t
growth of uniform and spatially ordered QDs with pote
tially superior optical properties.

This work is supported by ONR and the Korean R
search Foundation~Grant No. 1999-041-D00150!.
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